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a far more Darwinian fashion than a credulous acceptance of
local ideology would lead the traditional ethnographer to believe, the skeptical anthropologist or critic can still point to
enough variability to make the search for behavioral universals r
lean and foolhardy pursuit. The standard Boasian rejoinder to
those who make claims about a universal human nature is to
p i n t to cultures where thing superficially appear otherwise
(e.g., Mead's [ 19493Male and F e d ) . Within-culture variation
also offers fertile ground for the skeptic: Suicides. homosexuals.
celibates, the religiously inspired abandonment of worldly pursuits, and so on, offer apparent falsifications of claims about
universal fitness striving. The result has been a standoff. Traditional anthropologistspoint to thecomplexly variable patternsof
hurnan behavior, while Darwinian anthropologists(in Symons's
(1989) sense) argue for an evolutionary cynicism: that beneath
the mask of bizarre cultural ideology lurk deceptive individuals
matiipulating their fellows to maximize their inclusive fitness.
If, on the other hand. one's hypothesis is about features of an
innate. universal human psychology. then the claim of universality must be tested differently. Genetics had enorinous difficulty making progress as a science until geneticists drew the
distinction between genotype and phenotype: between the
inherited basis of a trait and its observable expression. We
believe that a similar distinction will be equally useful for an
evolution-based psychology. We will refer to this as the distinction between an individual's innate psychology and an individual's manifest psychology and behavior. One observes variation between individuals and across cultures in manifest
psychologies or behaviors; one views these as the product of a
common, underlying evolved innate psychology, operating under tlifferent circumstances. The mapping between the innate
The Innate versus the manifest: How
and the manifest operates according to principles of expression
universal does universal have to be?
that are specified in innate psychological mechanisms; these
expressions can differ between individuals when different enJohn Tooby* and Leda Cosmidesb
vironmental inputs are operated on by the same procedures to
gDepament ot h~thropdgy(Bidogicd WngJ. Heward UnivarSry,
pruduce different manifest outputs (Cosmides & Tooby 1987).
Peabody Museum. Cambridge, MA 02138 end bDepamwf of
This view is at least implicitly accepted by almost everyone
P S Y C ~ &Itlord
,
U M v , sl~iord,
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involved in the debate on human nature. However, by making it
With this target article and his other recent papers, Buss has
explicit, one can clearly see that crosscultural tests ofevolutionprovided a tour de force of empirical investigation into human
ary hypotheses depend directly on associated claims about the
mating preferences. As such, his work constitutes a major
nature of innate psychological mechanisms, especially about the
contribution to the effort to explore the evolutionary psychology
rules that govern their expression in various conditions. One
of human mate selection and to the larger debate on the
useful distinction is Mayr's (1976) closed versus open behavior
relevance of evolutionary biology to psychology. Claims that
programs, referring to programs that are open to environmental
human behavior and human psychology have been shaped by
inputs. and hence variable in expression, versus those that are
our evolutionary history are claims alwut a universal human
closed to environmental input, and consequently uniform in
nature (with some rare exceptions; Tmby & Cosmidcs, submitexpression. The search for universal human behaviors limits one
ted). Conseqr~cntly,the ideal approach is to test evolutionarily
to findingonly closed behavior programs; however, the search
derived hypotheses cross-culturally. sometliing that is rarely
for our evolved innate psychology allows and requires the
done, because of the logistical prohlems involved. Although no
mapping of all mechanisms, closed or open.
cross-cultural study ever approaches the ideal. Buss's work
Yet, how can one distinguish between variable expression of
exhibits many virtues rare in crosscr~lturalresearch, includinga
an innate procedure and no mechanism at all? Fortunately, that
gwnl attempt to standardize data-gathering prcmdurcs. Crossis not the real choice. As Symons (1987b)has cogently argued,
cultural tests have become especially important hecause of the
the real nature-nurture debate is between those who believe
frequent accr~sationthat the major evolutionary hyputl~eses the human mind has many psychological mechanisms that are
(inclusive! fitness theory. sexual selection theory, etc.) cannot
domain-specific and special-purpose (e.g.. mate-choice mechawithstand crosscultural scrutiny, and are instead simply an
nisms), and those who believe human behavior h the product of
expression of Western ethnocentrism projected onto the animal
a few global, domain-general mechanisms (e.g., the culture
and non-Western world (Sahlins 1976).
theorists' hypotheses about culture-learning. norm imitation.
But how universal does a universal need to be to establish
etc.). Because all behavior is the result of some mechanism or
something about human nature?This depends on whether one's
set of mechanisms, the choice is not between a mechanism and
hypothesis is about behavior or psychology. If the hypothesis is
no mechanism, but between one mechanism and another. In
about universal human behavior. then devout Popperians will
rejecting the hypothesis that domain-specific mechanisms
tell you that a single exception falsifies the universal claim.
govern mate choice, one is necessarily claiming that domainAnthropological traditionalists (althougl~not Popperians in the
general mechanisms account for the existing distribution of
sense of advancing falsifiable theories of their own) are, by and
mate preferences the implicit claim ofculture theorists (Sperlarge, not much interested in the enterprise of searching Cor
ber 19114: Symons 1S87b; Tmby & Cosmides 1989).
human universals. They are already familiar with the vast
In order to evaluate the claims of culture theorists emreservoir of variability within and especially between cultures.
pirically, we need to recognize that such claims entail theories
Even though evolutionarily oriented anthrolwlogists return.
ahout innate psychological mechanisms: in fact, equipotentiaj
again and again, with the finding that humans actually behave in
mechanisms. If the m&hanisms were not equiptentid, they
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would operate differently on different domains, and wo~~ld
therefore not be domain-general. Is it reasonable to believe tlrat
our innate psychology is equipotential? What kind of predictions a b u t cross-cultural distributionsof mate preferenpcs docs
such a family of theories entail?
Like the rain, the burden of falsifiableprediction about crosscultural variation (as well as specific claims a b u t mechanisms)
falls on the domain-specific and tlre domain-general alike. The
evasive critical stance that only the evolutionarilyoriented have
to shoulder this burden is untenable. To date. culture theorists
have confidently rested their case on what now appears to I)e
uncertain ground: that manifest universality across culturcs is
the requirement that evolutionary hypotheses almut human
nature must meet, and that, on the other hand. any degree of
cross-cultural variability establishes that the Iwhavior in cluestion is the product of "culture." The distinction 1)etwcen a
universal innate psychology and individually variable manifest
behavior renders this argument urrfounded. Culture tlleorists
are instead left with an uneasy relationship to the dataon human
cultural variation. Until they replace their present range of
mechanism-agnostic theories with theories that specify how
equipotentiaIT domain-general mechanisms pedict tlre statistical distribution of existinn societies. culture theorv as it stands
predicts the null hypothesis: that differences 1)etween cultures
are random with respect to evolutionary hypotheses and therefore that, for example. sex differences should cmur as freclr~ently
in one direction as the other. The assertion that "c~~lture"
explains human variation will be taken seriously when there are
reports ofwomen war parties raiding villages to capture men as
husbands. or of parents cloistering their sons Out not their
daughters to protect their sons' "virtue." or when cultural
distributions for preferences concerning physical attractiveness, earning power, relative age. and so on, show as many
cultures with bias in one direction as in the other.
Until then. Buss has provided a strong prima facie case that
evolved, domain-specifi'c psychological &chanisms r e g ~ ~ l ~ t i n g
mate reference exist. His rankine of the relative unifor~nitvof
cross-cultural expression of such preferences provides an important clue that should help in mapping out the mechanis~ns'
procedures: The more universal preferences are the prculuct of
more closed behavior programs. whereas the more varia1)lc are
the expression of more open behavior programs.'
v

NOTES
;

I. Specifically. we would suggest that the high valuatinn of chastity,
although by no means universal. recurs with enouyl~regt~larityin
independent societies to imply the involvement d a domain-slmific
mechanism. and therefore that reshaping the hypothesis is culled Tor.
We suggest that. other things Iwing eclual. man monitor and clwn)se
mates who are less sexually experienced or active than average. Where
cumpetition for husbands is intense. females and their kill will cx~lnpete
to signal such a relative lack of experience. driving the p)p~llution
average for female premarital sexual activity dnwnward. Where women
are economically more self-suKicient,women are less restrained by the
need for mole investment and can disregard S I I C ~preferencws on the
part of men to a greater degree. driving the cultural overage ~~pward.
*Please address all correspondence to Leda Cusmides.
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